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The nonlinear optical response of organic polaritonic matter has received increasing attention15

due to their enhanced and controllable nonlinear response and their potential for novel optical16

devices such as compact photon sources and optical and quantum information devices. Using z-17

scans at different wavelengths and incident powers we have studied the nonlinear optical dispersion18

of ultrastrongly coupled organic cavity polaritons near the lower polariton band. We show that the19

up to 150-fold enhancement of the nonlinear response compared to a cavity-less organic film arises20

from an intensity-dependent polaritonic resonant frequency shift (”blueshift”). Consequently, we21

find that these z-scan data can only be described by several terms of a power series expansion in22

intensity whose respective contributions depend on power broadening and detuning from the lower23

polariton band. We further show that the nonlinear response can be quantitatively described by24

a semi-classical three-level molecular model coupled to the cavity in which saturation reduces the25

Rabi splitting, thus accounting for the lower polariton band’s observed blueshift.26

I. INTRODUCTION27

Cavity polaritons are light-matter mixed states aris-28

ing from coupling between excitonic matter and confined29

light fields [1]. Being part exciton and part photon, po-30

laritons are highly tunable and have thus inspired an31

emerging field for potential chemical and quantum engi-32

neering applications [2–4]. Already, a plethora of classical33

and quantum phenomena ranging from angle-dependent34

amplification [5], parametric oscillation [6], and enhanced35

emission [7, 8] to single-quanta entanglement preser-36

vation [9], room-temperature out-of-equilibrium Bose-37

Einstein condensation [10], and superfluidity [11] have38

been found in polaritonic systems. Moreover, the ultra-39

strong coupling regime (where coupling energy compares40

to bandgap of material) opens up new avenues in tun-41

ability suitable for quantum and classical applications42

beyond the rotating-wave approximation [12, 13].43

Cavity polaritons made from Wannier-Mott excitons44

found in semiconductor structures have been studied ex-45

tensively and typically fall within the strong coupling46

regime for light-matter interactions [14]. In organic ma-47

terials, the large oscillator strengths and binding en-48
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ergies of Frenkel excitons make ultrastrongly coupled49

polaritons easily attainable at room temperature even50

with low-Q mirrors. Further, the ease of adjusting the51

exciton-photon coupling through mixing of organic dyes52

with polymers adds an additional and useful tunability53

[12, 15–17].54

Exploration into the nonlinear optical properties of55

cavity polaritons has been fruitful. So far, enhanced and56

tunable third-harmonic generation [18–20], enhanced sec-57

ond harmonic generation [21], and novel four-wave mix-58

ing processes [22] have been explored. These works sug-59

gest that the nonlinear response is dictated by the po-60

lariton states, instead of the intuitive material resonant61

states. In this work, we further elaborate on this picture62

for the sum-over-states model by investigating the com-63

plex intensity-dependent refractive index in ultrastrongly64

coupled organic polariton states using the z-scan tech-65

nique [23, 24] over ranges of pump wavelengths and pow-66

ers. We measure a nearly 150-fold enhancement of the67

Kerr effect around the lower polariton (LP) resonance68

when compared to the bare excitonic film. We quan-69

titatively show that optical saturation of the ”bright”70

exciton reservoir leading to a blueshift of the LP band71

explains much of the experimentally observed behavior.72

A toy model using an intensity-induced shift of a single73

Lorentzian resonance indicates expected contributions of74

higher order nonlinear response to the intensity depen-75
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dent refractive index. A semi-classical three-level optics76

model of the organic molecule coupled to a cavity mode77

quantitatively reproduces our z-scan observations. No-78

tably, doing so with a three-level model only meaning-79

fully introduces a single free parameter, an excited state80

mixing rate.81

A. Background82

Recently, polaritonic systems containing Frenkel exci-83

tons have been shown to exhibit strong blueshift in the84

LP when pumped around the threshold for creating a85

polariton condensate [25]. This shift has been primar-86

ily attributed to saturation and intermolecular energy87

migration. Although our experiments are at excitations88

below the condensate regime, we explore the effects of89

saturation on the detectable output of our samples in a90

z-scan configuration, displaying the pivotal role it plays91

in the nonlinear optical response.92

As a toy model of how a resonance energy shift results93

in an intensity dependent refractive index, consider a94

single-resonance Lorentzian dispersion with an intensity-95

dependence shift of the resonance frequency, descriptive96

of our experiments near the lower polariton resonance.97

Denote the associated population loss and dephasing98

rates as γ and γ2, and the product of the dipole ma-99

trix element connecting these two states and the exciting100

electric field by E(t) = Ee−iωt+c.c., with ω representing101

the input frequency. Solving the optical Bloch equations102

in the rotating wave approximation for the steady state103

we arrive at the usual solution for the density matrix el-104

ement associated with a transition between ground and105

excited state, ρeg. In the low intensity, low density limit,106

the real part of this solution gives the index of refraction107

as, (I = E2)108

Re(ρeg)− 1 =n− 1 =
ωNd2δ

2ε0ck0(δ2 + γ22 + 4γ2γ E
2)

⇒ U(ω)
δ + τI

(δ + τI)2 + Γ2 + PI
, (1)

where N represents the number density of the molecules,109

d their dipole matrix element, c the speed of light, k0110

is the vacuum wave vector, and δ = ω − ω0 is the de-111

tuning from resonance. We simplify the expression using112

U(ω) a prefactor depending on the oscillator strength,113

and anticipating its significance for this study, we intro-114

duce an intensity-dependent blueshift parameter, τ , into115

the detuning, δ → δ + τI. We also introduce Γ as a de-116

cay rate and P as a power broadening parameter. Sub-117

sequently expanding Equation 1 in powers of I reveals118

various orders of nonlinear optical response. Defining119

∆n = n(I)− n(0) ,120

∆n

I
= n2 + n4I + n6I

2 (2)

where, for example,121

n2 = U(ω)
(Γ2 − δ2)τ − δP

(δ2 + Γ2)2
(3)

Expressions for n4 and n6 are given in supplemental infor-122

mation [26]. These expressions indicate that, due to the123

intensity dependence resonant shift (AC Stark effect), we124

expect our z-scan measurements to reflect not only opti-125

cal Kerr responses, but also contributions from high order126

nonlinearities, and, moreover, to indicate how the various127

nonlinear orders depend on the excitation wavelength.128

Note in the limit of small blueshift (τ ≈ 0) the expansion129

of the nonlinear index leads to sign alternation between130

nonlinear indices n2 < 0, n4 > 0, n6 < 0. In this limit,131

this two-level model also indicates a general qualitative132

trend; that with blueshift parameter (τ) each nonlinear133

term is not necessarily an odd function of the detuning134

from the resonance. This qualitative difference is salient135

below, as we use the three-level semi-classical model and136

compare with the experimental results. Lastly, to convert137

both experimental measurements and numerical evalua-138

tions of the theory model into this form we followed the139

prescription in Bindra et al.[27] and Said et al.[28], infer-140

ring n2, n4 and n6 from that the associated terms in the141

expansion of the intensity dependent refractive index.142

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION143

The polariton low-Q samples were fabricated on glass144

substrates with thermally deposited Ag for reflectors.145

The active sub-wavelength medium comprised of 2:1146

mass ratio of the organic dye molecule DCDHF-6V (ab-147

sorption and photoluminescence shown in Figure 1a) and148

PMMA. The organic film thickness was approximately149

150 nm, and the silver film thickness approximately 20150

nm corresponding to a cavity Q around 5. The linear op-151

tical dispersion derived from reflectivity spectra (Figure152

S1) of the entire structure is shown in Figure 1b along153

with the pump wavelengths associated with the z-scan154

experiment. Our samples exhibit a Rabi splitting energy155

of 0.99 eV, placing them into the ultra-strong coupling156

regime.157

A. Experimental Results158

The z-scan technique [23, 24] consists of focusing a159

Gaussian laser field into a waist and translating the sam-160

ple (the cavity polariton slide) through that waist (see161

Fig. 10, supplemental information [26]). Downstream162

from the waist both the total light transmitted through163

the sample (the ”open” z-scan signal) and light that164

arrives behind the collection lens strictly on axis (the165

”closed” z-scan signal) is recorded. The ”open” signal166

indicates nonlinear absorption whereas the ”closed” sig-167

nal, since it is the light that has passed through a nearly168
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FIG. 1. (a) Absorption (red) and photoluminescence (blue)
of DCDHF-6V. Chemical structure shown in the inset. (b)
The main figure shows the LP dispersion (blue circles). For
comparison, the experimental z-scan pump wavelengths from
710nm→780nm are plotted on the same axis with dark to
light circles at normal incidence. The inset displays both up-
per (red squares) and lower polariton (blue circles) bands,
with Rabi splitting energy of about 1eV located at 15 degrees
(vertical lines in both panels showing location of degeneracy).
Inset axes labels are same as main axes.

closed iris, indicates a combination of nonlinear refrac-169

tion and nonlinear absorption.170

Z-scan measurements were taken at wavelengths on171

both sides of the nominal LP resonance and at vari-172

ous powers. The dominant feature of the open aper-173

ture was found to transition from enhanced to dimin-174

ished transmission from the far-blue to the far-red side175

of the resonance, but in the intermediate region close176

to the polariton resonance we consistently measure a re-177

entrant resonant feature indicating a mixture of the two178

as shown in Figure 2a. This re-entrant resonant feature179

was present at all power levels, but its visibility for a180

specific pump wavelength increases with incident power.181

This re-entrant feature arises as the incident intensity182

changes along the axial scan accentuating the competing183

processes. We measured a large response in the closed184

aperture detection arm indicating throughout a negative185

nonlinear refractive index for our system. To remove the186

effects of overall intensity change, we divide the closed187

FIG. 2. (a) Normal incidence open aperture and (b)
closed/open aperture z-scan data scanned at 4 µW average
power at each respective wavelength.

aperture data and the open aperture data, also shown in188

Figure 2b, to obtain the real part of the intensity depen-189

dent refractive index. For a baseline we measured the190

nonlinear response of a thick film of DCDHF-6V (∼370191

nm) (no mirrors and so no cavity polaritons) using the192

same preparation as the cavity polariton sample. We193

found the effective nonlinear index, n2, at 680 nm of this194

cavity-less thick film to be −1.58 × 10−16 m2/W . Ex-195

perimental open and closed/open aperture data for this196

thick film are included in the supplementary information197

[26].198

We also investigated the power dependent nature of199

our responses to determine which high-order processes200

contribute to our data. Five average power levels were201

taken for all wavelengths from 710 to 780 nm. The overall202

transmission difference, from peak to valley, of the z-scan203

division are shown in the supplemental information [26],204

and the extracted ∆n/I are shown in Figure 3a. We see a205

general enhancement of the relative index change around206

the polariton resonance, but slightly blueshifted by about207

10 nm. At higher powers this blueshift becomes larger.208

The nonlinear enhancement and evidence of higher-order209

effects is made apparent in the main panel of Figure 3a.210

The associated total index change (∆n/I) becomes di-211

minished at higher power and indicates a high-order ef-212

fect of opposite sign. It is worth noting that the intensity213
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FIG. 3. (a) Trends with intensity for change in in-
dex/intensity, where each line corresponds to a pump wave-
length in nm for various input intensities. Inset shows surface
plot of same data, but highlights the enhancement around the
polariton resonance. (b) Results from fitting process of the
data in panel (a) using an order two polynomial fit. These pa-
rameters are effective n2, n4, n6 (top to bottom, respectively)
of the system.

dependence and curvature in this graphic necessitates the214

inclusion of both n4 and n6 terms. (see Equation 2)215

The Figure 3b panel shows the extracted nonlinear216

indices which result from fitting the ∆n/I data to an217

order-two polynomial to match that of Equation 2.It218

indicates an up to 150-fold enhancement of n2 of over219

−2.5× 10−14m2/W relative to the non-polaritonic result220

of −1.58 × 10−16 m2/W as noted above. In addition,221

there is an apparent alternation of overall sign in these222

extracted indices with a roughly symmetrical enhance-223

ment around the polariton resonance. This also cross-224

checks with the appearance of the re-entrant feature in225

the open z-scan (Figure 2) according to Ref. [29], where226

they assert that it directly implies different signs for the227

n2 and n4.228

B. Discussion229

Semi-Classical Model230

Recently, it was shown in [19] that third harmonic231

generation into the polariton branches has a dispersive232

character indicative of the polariton state rather than233

the exciton. In the sum-over-(intermediate) states pic-234

ture of third harmonic generation this fact indicates that235

the natural basis states for perturbation theory is not236

the exciton but the polaritons themselves. In a similar237

vein below, we explain the wavelength dependence of our238

more recent z-scan data also cannot be accommodated239

by a two level model of the dye exciton. Further we show240

that, at minimum, a three-level model is necessary to241

connect with the experimental results.242

In general, three-level models in a semiclassical per-243

turbation expansion are the minimum for capturing the244

linear and leading nonlinear response such as nonlinear245

absorption [30–32]. Taking a cue from the absorption and246

photoluminescence curves of Figure 1a, our level scheme247

for the organic dye, displayed in Figure 4a, consists of248

a ground state connected by a large matrix element to249

an excited state centered at 600nm (∼2.1eV, the exci-250

ton) and a third state at 660nm (1.8eV, we call the ”3rd251

state” and labeled 3 in Fig. 4) above the ground state252

that itself only weakly radiatively decays to the ground253

state. As appropriate for an semi-classical optical model254

of the dye, the polariton states are not included in the255

model but emerge in the dye-loaded cavity system. Fur-256

ther, in addition to the radiative processes between each257

the exciton or 3rd state and the ground state, we include258

a fast non-radiative mixing between the 3rd state and ex-259

citon state. This describes significant rapid quenching of260

the exciton state into the 3rd state. This establishes our261

reference three-level model. Note however that our study262

will conclude that the mixing parameter is most relevant263

for comparison with experiment and that we cannot ac-264

tually determine the third state detuning from our data.265

Since the absorption and relaxation processes are fast266

compared to the excitation pulsewidth (see experimen-267

tal section), it is sufficient to solve the associated three-268

level Bloch equations in steady state and use the coher-269

ences found in that limit to compute their contribution270

to the (complex, nonlinear) index of refraction for the271

dye layer. That index is then used in the transfer matrix272

modelling of the cavity polariton system. Note that to273

capture the nonlinear optical response of the system we274

must include intensity-dependent changes in the index275

which critically modify (spectral location and depth of)276

the polariton states ’UP’ and ’LP’. We do so at each given277

wavelength and incident intensity by iteratively updating278

the cavity fields after recalculating the index and transfer279

matrices until a self-consistent (stationary) cavity inten-280

sity is achieved. The diagram in Figure 4b is a schematic281

of this process, and more detail on theory model and its282

evaluation is left for the supplemental material section283

[26]. We numerically evaluate this model to emulate the284

z-scan experimental protocol.285

Comparison to Experiment286

Much of the observed z-scan data delineating the non-287

linear response in ultrastrongly coupled organic cavity288
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FIG. 4. (a) The individual excitons co-operatively couple to
the cavity fields. The dispersion in their collective optical
response splits the nearby cavity resonance into two states,
the upper (”UP”) and lower (”LP”) polaritons. Black are ra-
diative transitions with the dotted arrow signifying the weak
dipole matrix element, white are non-radiative mixing. (b)
General flow diagram showing how the numerical evaluation
of our polariton system embedded in a z-scan setup takes
place. The self consistent steady-state solution emerges from
the final three blocks.

polaritons results from a single physical effect: the op-289

tical saturation of the dye. The remaining observations290

beyond this simple description are experimental evidence291

for the necessity of including the effects of a third non-292

radiative level (”3rd state”) in the underlying model of293

the dye. In this section, we show how our model matches294

the experimentally measured blueshift, and then com-295

pare theoretical and experimental open and closed aper-296

ture signals. We then compare the effective nonlinear297

response as a function of wavelength and incident inten-298

sity through a comparison of extracted nonlinear indices299

as introduced in Eq. 2.300

In Figure 5 we show at various power levels what we301

will call the ’crossover wavelength.’ For a given power302

level, there exists one pump wavelength whose z-scan will303

give a normalized transmission of 1 at its center. At low304

power, there is a smooth transition between nonlinear305

absorption and SA-like behaviour and so the crossover306

wavelength will have a an overall flat z-scan shape. At307

higher powers, the trace will have more prominent ’m-308

shaped’ features and the crossover wavelength is the309

pump wavelength whose middle of the ’m’ touches the310

T (z) = 1 line. This crossover point quantifies the blue-311

shift of our system, and we find strong agreement be-312

FIG. 5. The crossover wavelength as a function of incident
power. The crossover wavelength is the pump at which the
open z-scan at z = 0 has a transmission of 1 (matching large
z), and we note it noticeably blueshifts with the power. Green
curve is from evaluation of the theory and the points are ex-
perimental data. Note, this is not a fit.

FIG. 6. (a) Open z-scan theory traces. (b) Closed/Open z-
scan theory curves. Legend indicates traces from 710-780nm,
each 10nm apart as in Figure 2. Mixing rate set to 4 x 105

s−1 between the exciton and the 3rd state. Compare with
experimental Figure 2, though these theory simulations used
4 µW of optical power.

tween the trends in both experiment and theory. More313

information on this process is discussed in the supple-314

mental information [26].315

Our three level semi-classical model for the dye has es-316

sentially a single free parameter; the mixing among the317

3rd state and the exciton state. This parameter changes318

the dispersive character of the optical saturation of the319

dye. For a particular mixing rate, we evaluate the full320

model and compare the open and closed/open channels321

in both theory and experiment. Shown in Figure 6 is a322

result of our three level model. We note here the quali-323
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tative comparison to the experiment in Figure 2 in both324

the open and division data. There are three main quali-325

tative features in the open aperture data and 2 two main326

features in the division data we will compare. We will327

also discuss how they are the result of optical saturation328

for the open z-scan data for these ultrastrongly coupled329

organic cavity polaritons.330

1) SA to nonlinear absorption (NA) transition: As seen331

in Figure 2 and 6, scanning in wavelength across the po-332

lariton resonance(s), the open z-scan data change by pro-333

cesses similar to saturable absorption (SA-like) (reduced334

nonlinear absorption) to nonlinear absorption. The wave-335

length at which this transition occurs shifts blue with336

increasing intensity, which follows the same trend as de-337

picted in Figure 5.338

Saturation due to the brightening of the internal cav-339

ity optical fields reduces the cavity coupling. This re-340

duces the vacuum Rabi frequency, reducing the gap be-341

tween the polariton resonances[33]. This causes the UP342

to move to longer wavelengths and the LP to shorter343

(’blueshift’). Theory model evaluations of this are in-344

cluded in the supplemental information Figure S5. At345

low intensities (linear optical regime), the polariton res-346

onances increase the intracavity intensity. Thus, if blue347

detuned from the LP, then during the intensity increase348

in a z-scan the LP moves towards the drive wavelength,349

resulting in SA-type behavior in the open z-scan channel.350

The same blueshift causes an intensity decrease when the351

LP is scanned at a red detuned wavelength, thus appear-352

ing as nonlinear absorption (NA). If saturation dominates353

we would expect exactly the opposite behavior crossing354

the UP, which indeed is indicated by our experimental355

findings (see Figure S6). Note these findings cannot be356

reproduced by a simple wavelength-independent nonlin-357

ear index for the dye, because in that case both UP’s and358

LP’s intensity-dependent frequency shift would have the359

same sign, as indicated in Equation 3. Also, we ruled360

out the influence of the dye photo-bleaching over time361

by comparing multiple data sets of the power series and362

ensuring that there was no temporal response.363

2) Re-entrant (”M”-shaped) feature in middle of SA-364

NA transition: Also apparent from Figure 2 is that the365

open aperture signal has a re-entrant behavior at wave-366

lengths in the transitions from the SA to NA. With in-367

creasing optical power this re-entrant transition feature368

for the LP blueshifts in wavelength, broadens about z,369

and increases in contrast.370

As a result of the blueshift of the LP with intracav-371

ity intensity, the LP resonance center shifts so far that372

it passes to the blue of the excitation wavelength itself.373

In that case the absorption first decreases at z 6= 0 as374

the blueshift pulls the LP resonance towards it and then375

appears to increase as z → 0 since there it continues376

to blueshift the LP so far that at that wavelength the377

scan goes off resonance again on the long wavelength side.378

We note that there is a rich literature of such transi-379

tion features [34–40] in open z-scan data, and in all cases380

the feature is a consequence of intensity dependent fre-381

FIG. 7. Theory open z-scan minima as a function of wave-
length, all parameters in model are the same except the mix-
ing rate between the exciton and the 3rd state as described in
the text. Power is 4 µW for blue, green, and purple curves.
The purple curve is the 2 state model (no mixing), the green
is for a mixing rate of 4 x 105 s−1, and the light blue curve
is with a mixing rate of 8 x 105 s−1. The gold curve is the
square of the two state (no mixing) model at half the power,
showing that changing the power cannot explain the observed
persistence of the additional nonlinear absorption red of the
LP.

quency pulling of an optical resonance of some sort. This382

picture also explains the increased broadening in z-scan383

co-ordinate, increased contrast with power, and implies384

that the same phenomenology the re-entrant transition385

feature should appear red of the UP, which we have also386

verified experimentally (figure S6).387

3) The nonlinear absorption behavior in the open aper-388

ture data of the LP persists far into red detuning, to389

nearly 100 nm beyond the LP. This appears to not be a390

simple consequence of saturation; instead, we understand391

this behavior as consequent to the active participation392

of a third level in the semi-classical model of the dye.393

The participation of this third level through its rapid394

mixing with the exciton furnishes a longer-lived set of395

metastable states that do not themselves directly lead to396

cavity pulling, but through excited state mixing, broaden397

the frequency response of the dye at high intensity.398

As described in the supplementary information, the399

laser power, beam profile, z-scan optics chromatism and400

detection chain were well characterized and those mea-401

sured parameters were used in connecting theory out-402

puts (self-consistent nonlinear optical transfer matrices)403

to the associated open- and closed-signal channels. Also404

described there are how all but one of the relevant mi-405

crophysical parameters of the semi-classical model of the406

dye are fixed by the linear optical behavior and dye den-407

sity. Thus the non-Hermitian mixing rate between the408

3rd state and the exciton state is the only adjustable pa-409

rameter in the model. Of course, two photon absorption410

could also result in the pronounced non-linear absorption,411

but the experimental lack of any clear dispersive charac-412

ter of the nonlinear absorption over this broad range of413

wavelengths appears to vitiate that explanation. The z-414

scan measurements we’ve compiled on these polaritonic415

media unfortunately do not unequivocally determine a416
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particular dye energy level or coupling scheme; our so417

called ”reference model” (Figure 4a) is simple and quan-418

titatively useful but not the only possible explanation for419

our observations. A different set of experiments and more420

detailed quantum chemistry calculations are likely to be421

helpful in achieving a more complete picture here.422

We directly, quantitatively compare a 2-level (no mix-423

ing) and 3-level model (with mixing) for the dye cavity424

polaritons in Figure 7 by comparing open z-scan minima.425

plotting these minimum of the theory open z-scan (i.e. at426

z = 0) as a function of detuning from the LP for different427

choices of that mixing rate allows a quantitative compar-428

ison with experiment. We therefore adopt a mixing rate429

of 4.0x105 s−1 in all the numerical evaluations of the430

theory model here except where noted otherwise. This431

provides evidence for the necessity of a three-level semi-432

classical model as minimal for understanding the relevant433

contributions from the dye nonlinear optical properties,434

seen here in its NLO effect of the associated ultrastrongly435

coupled cavity polaritons.436

Having related each observed open z-scan feature qual-437

itatively to the dye semi-classical model, we now use it438

in the qualitative explanation of the closed z-scan signal,439

by focusing on two defining features.440

1) The sign of ∆n, the overall intensity dependent re-441

fractive index: The observed closed z-scan signal from442

the cavity LP correspond to ∆n < 0 for all wavelengths443

and powers. The magnitude of the effect increases as one444

approaches the blueshifted LP center wavelength, and445

broadens (in z-scan coordinate z) with power.446

This is a consequence of the fact that the LP is be-447

low the exciton. Even in a two level system, again as448

a consequence of power broadening/saturation, the first449

contribution to ∆n is expected to follow that of normal450

dispersion, being negative at detunings below the exci-451

ton and positive above, as indicated by our experimental452

findings at the UP (not included here). The broadening453

seen is consistent with the expected power dependence of454

the nonlinear response, and we have already show that455

its observed blueshift with power is quantitatively con-456

sistent with that due to the saturation depolarization of457

the dye in the cavity optical field.458

2) The z-scan shape changes and dynamic range of the459

closed/open z-scan with power: As noted, ∆n from the460

closed z-scan stays negative across the LP, but its magni-461

tude changes with power differently at various detunings.462

The sign of ∆n does not tell the whole story. The mag-463

nitude of the ∆n depends on detuning and fluence in such464

a way as to indicate the vital contribution of higher order465

nonlinear susceptibilities. As described in the experimen-466

tal section (Fig. 3b) and as rendered from theory eval-467

uation in Figure 8 below, these changes can be recorded468

as nonlinear contributions to the index, ni, i = 2, 4, 6.469

Qualitatively all three of these show dependence on the470

detuning (from the polariton) that is a consequence of471

a blueshift, as indicated qualitatively by expanding out472

the expression for ni from Equation 1. When we evalu-473

ate our model using the same methods as described in the474

FIG. 8. (a) The theory-derived ∆n/I traces from theory
closed/open theory. Parameters same as in Figure 6. For
(b) we converted the data in (a) into the intensity dependent
contributions to the overall index of refraction of the sample.
Compare with experimental Figure 3.

experimental section for extracting ∆n/I, we find signif-475

icant similarity. Namely, an enhanced response around476

the polariton resonance, and a change of sign for each477

higher-order effective nonlinear index, as seen in Figure478

8 and in the data of Figure 3b. The general broadening of479

the response movement to the blue at higher intensities480

is consistent with what was observed in the experiment,481

as is the significant agreement in the overall magnitude482

of the nonlinear response.483

III. CONCLUSION484

We have carried out experimental and theoretical stud-485

ies of the nonlinear optical response spectrum of ultra-486

strongly coupled organic cavity polaritons. We find up487

to 150-fold enhancement of the response compared to488

cavity-less films. Our experimental findings and their489

accompanied theoretical elucidation using a straightfor-490

ward semi-classical three-level optics model, with essen-491

tially only a single adjustable parameter, indicates that492

for ultrastrongly coupled organic polaritons, the nonlin-493

ear refractive index is dominated by one main effect: the494

reduction of the vacuum Rabi frequency due to the sat-495
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uration depolarization of the medium in the cavity’s in-496

tense optical field. This reduction of Rabi frequency pro-497

duces a blueshift of the LP yielding a complex nonlinear498

refractive index exhibiting contributions from higher or-499

der contributions to ∆n dependent on the detuning and500

power broadening as we show with a simple two-level501

model. Although the reduction of the Rabi frequency502

due to saturation with intensity would also readily oc-503

cur were there only two contributing levels, we find that504

the experimentally measured behavior of the open aper-505

ture behavior at long wavelengths further from resonance506

(longer than the LP) indicates mixing with a third level507

in our quantum description of the dye.508

Although that later point is not necessarily surprising,509

here we have done more by actually qualitatively and510

quantitatively connecting the underlying microphysical511

sources of the nonlinearities to those of the more com-512

plicated optical geometry. Further work is underway to513

delineate how dye-instrinsic higher-order nonlinear opti-514

cal processes contribute to the observed z-scan signals.515

Beyond being simply explanatory, we can use this516

model and understanding as a tool to predict and manip-517

ulate the nonlinear properties of multi-polariton systems,518

which may be of practical utility for optical switching and519

quantum information processing using polaritonic mat-520

ter.521
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Appendix A: Experimental Section529

Sample Fabrication530

Samples were constructed on optically cleaned glass531

slides by first thermally depositing about 20nm of Ag di-532

rectly onto the glass. Following this, samples were spun533

coat with a 2:1 mass ratio of DCDHF-6V:PMMA mix-534

ture with a solvent of toluene (15mg/ml concentration of535

dye molecule). This gave a subwavelength thickness to536

the dye layer of about 150nm. Finally, the optical cavity537

is completed by thermally depositing the last 20nm Ag538

layer atop the dye. Thickness of each layer is individu-539

ally cross referenced with a control by removing a small540

patch of deposited material from the substrate and using541

a Tencor P6 stylus profilometer. In addition, an identical542

optical cavity filled with PMMA was constructed to ob-543

serve the quality factor of the structure, which was found544

to be around 5.545

Sample Characterization546

After fabrication, the linear optics of the samples547

were gathered using an angle resolved spectrophotome-548

ter (Cary 6000i) at 10◦ increments from 10 to 60 degrees.549

This characterizes the dispersion of the sample, and with550

fitting the curves we find the degeneracy point at about551

15 degrees from normal incidence. This Rabi splitting552

energy is found to be ΩR = 0.99 eV. This puts our cav-553

ity polariton samples well into the ultrastrong coupling554

regime.555

Nonlinear Index Studies556

Nonlinear index experiments were conducted using a557

parametric amplifier (TOPAS) pumped by a 200 fs laser558

system (Clark MXR) with repetition rate of 1 kHz. The559

closed and open aperture z-scans were recorded simulta-560

neously and the experimental design is depicted in the561

supplemental information [26]. The samples were illu-562

minated with average powers of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 W563

(peak intensity of 0.6, 1.2, 2.4, 4.8, and 7.2 GW/cm2) and564

their associated open and closed aperture transmissions565

were recorded using Si large area biased photodetectors566

(Thorlabs Det100A2). The data were recorded every 50567

m over 20 mm centered around the focus of the Gaussian568

beam (confirmed with Thorlabs BP-109 profiler) using a569

translation stage, then the data were centered through570

calibration with the translation stage in post. For each571

trace, the data were averaged over 30 pulses at each spa-572

tial point in addition to averaging over four total z-scans573

conducted back and forth through the focus.574
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